https://witnav.net/
witNAV

Manage your business easily with witNAV. Increase
productivity, efficiency and optimize time to offer the best of
your business. We provide the user with the most dynamic
and fast experience possible using the most innovative
technologies in the sector. Our software provides solutions
that fit your business.

Use Dynamics Nav to link with witNAV. Use Dynamics Nav to link
with witNAV. You can work with Dynamics Nav data on your devices
and choose the information you want to display on your device thanks
to its 100% parametrizable tool.
Manage your customer portfolio, make invoices, control your
orders and promotions. You can keep track of sales, products and
customers in a quick and visual way with the statistics that it offers. In
addition, you can have witNAV on all your devices because it is a
multi-device tool that is available for iOS and Android. Check your
product catalogue or manage orders at any time and anywhere, thanks
to its function both online and offline.

Links easily your
Navision data.

Work wherever you want
thanks to its mode
online and offline.

ht p:/ bit.ly/2rtH7wy
Download witNAV

remember that the first license is

Free

Make collections, orders
and stock control.

Choose the information that
you want to show thanks to
parameterizable panel.

Economic price, € 9.99 per license per month. Each device must
have an activated license that can be used by several commercials if
necessary. Additionally, users can be added using the 'pay-per-use'
model, with which you will only pay for the necessary commercials.
At any time you can add commercials, for this you only need to
download the App and enter 3 values (Company, User and
Password). Download our App available in Apple Store and Google
Play for iOS and Android device.
Enjoy now your first free witNAV license.

https://witnav.net/appDemo
Try witNAV in our Live Demo, available here:
www.witnav.net/appDemo

